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WELL, WHY YOU SUCH ACCURATE?

At last we “got to the core” and estimated all beauty and elegance of galaxies! Unfortunately, scientists should curtail the software developments to creation of the mystical space elevator and more actively to be engaged in quantum gravitation! Gravitation is dynamic.
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Summary

Steady growth of number of riddles of the mysterious Universe is a sign of imperfection of the existing theories and ideas of world around that promotes creation of cardinally new alternative ideas and theories. New ideas have to be penetrative and without any special preparation are clear to all. Also they have to promote adequate perception of reality and to be most interconnected among themselves and with the existing scientific knowledge. In this case, alternative ideas inevitably will become penetrative!

Our Universe is limited and ordered [1]. We exist in a usual galaxy by the name of "Universe" [2]. Galaxies of our Universe need to be considered as gravitational dipoles, focused, mainly, in radial the direction to its borders [3].

Mainly, the South Pole galaxies "Milky Way" is directed to suburbs of the Universe. Discrepancy of poles of planets of Solar system including the Sun, it is caused, mainly, by gravitational polarization of Solar system.

The solar system and its planets are internal gravitational dipoles of a galaxy "Milky Way".

So means, "daukhlichy" Mars – regularity!

There is more! There is a horizontal component of gravitation in Solar system which is the reason of existence of a precession of orbits of its objects [4].

The earth also has a horizontal component of gravitation, as well as the Sun. Existence of a horizontal component of gravitation in Solar system causes a precession of orbits of planets and some "dancing" of astronauts at take-off of the ship.

All planets of Solar system have a precession of orbits of rotation which, in general, is proportional to the speed of their movement on an orbit. The maximum precession Mercury possesses.

The horizontal component of gravitation is inherent in all galaxies and objects of the Universe!

Summary:

Unfortunately, scientists should curtail the software developments to creation of the mystical space elevator and more actively to be engaged in quantum gravitation!

Gravitation is dynamic!
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